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World Nature Conservation Day 2021
Theme : ‘ Nature Conservation Approach for Sustainable Future’

The School of Environmental Sciences celebrated the World Nature Conservation Day on 28th July, 2021.

On the occasion, an International webinar was organized on the theme ‘Nature Conservation Approach

for Sustainable Future’ in collaboration with the JNU-ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young Holistic

(YoHo) group, SES, Jawaharlal Nehru University,  New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and International researchers such as Prof. Himanshu Pathak

(Director, ICAR, NIASM, Pune, India), Dr. Beachley Gregory (Co-chair TDep - NADP USEPA, USA),

Prof. Govind Chakrapani (VC, Berhampur University, Odisha, India), Prof. Narpat Singh Shekhawat

(Retd. JNVU, Jodhpur, India), Dr. Neha Sinha (Bombay Natural History Society, India),

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU ENVIS Coordinator, Dr. Usha Mina (ENVIS Co-coordinator

SES/JNU), Ms. Shipra Lakshmi, YoHo lead SES, JNU, The Young Holistic leader YoHo

Ms. Saham Ansari represented the student group, Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer ENVIS, SES

executed the management of the programme.

Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, moderated the panel discussion. It was attended by more than 153

participants, through Google-Meet and Facebook Live platforms. The participants included university

students, researchers, faculty members and common citizens from different parts of the country.
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Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated on the social media platform.
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Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU - He welcomed all the speakers and

the participants. He highlighted the importance of World Nature Conservation Day. He mentioned the major

findings of the IPCC about sources of carbon dioxide. He discussed the effect of COVID 19 shutdown on

CO2 levels at Mauna Loa observatory. He also discussed air quality improvement in the National Capital

Region of Delhi due to reduction of pollutants, especially the particulate matter. He introduced the panelists

of the day and invited the first speaker to deliver his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU, India

Prof. Himanshu Pathak, Director ICAR, NIASM, Pune India – He commenced his talk by contradictory

approaches of Economy Vs. Environment. He said the environment is in minority, at times marginalized. He

mentioned that th agriculture started 10,000 years back, initially it was subsistence agriculture with low

productivity. Various Agricultural Revolutions are the following:-

1. Green (crop) Revolutions

2. White (milk) Revolutions

3. Blue (fish) Revolutions

4. Yellow (oil) Revolutions

5. Golden (honey & short.) Revolutions

6. Silver (egg) Revolutions

7. Brown (coffee) Revolutions

8. Grey (wool) Revolutions
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India faced food scarcity till 1950, food shortage from 1950 - 1970, from 1970 - 2010 we are food sufficient

and 2010 onwards food is in surplus.

Indian economy has grown to 2800 billion US$ in 2019 from ~30 billion US$ in 1950 i.e., 90 times increase.

Per capita GDP has grown by 7 times since 1950.Since 1950, the growth has been ~5% annually. Global

economy has grown nearly 10-fold since 1950. Economists project 3% annual growth. Illustrious economic

past is extrapolated into a promising future.

Water availability in India is reducing with current per capita availability of about 1500 m3, India is already a

water - stress country. The global Living Planet Index (LPI), has declined by more than 30% since 1970. The

Tropical LPI has declined by almost 60%. The Temperate LPI showed an increase of 15%, reflecting the

recovery of some species populations in temperate regions. Global mean temperature to increase by 3.7 to

4.8°C by 2100, Sea level to rise ~ 50 cm by 2100, Cyclones are fiercer & frequent: Tauktae, Yaas, Amphan,

Nisarga, Fani, Biotic stresses are more aggressive: Locust.

Poor people are the worst sufferers as they are more dependent on nature. Though they contribute least to

its degradation. Global hunger fell for decades, but it’s rising again, globally there are almost 60 million more

undernourished people now than in 2014. COVID has increased the number of hungry people many fold.

The Global Hunger Index of 2020 ranks India 94th among 107 countries.

Sustainable development includes the following:-

1. Eco - regional Agriculture Planning :- Growing crops in suitable eco-regions and without

degrading natural resources.

2. Reducing Food Loss: - Global Grain Crop production ~2700 million tons (2018-19), 36% to feed

animals, 47% to feed people, 5% for biofuels, 12% for others, 1/3rd of the Food Produced is lost.

3. Choosing Local and Seasonal Food : - Buying produce that’s in season, Riper, tastier and more

nutritious, Sustain local farmers, Preserve local variety, Season:Nature adaptation, Fresh & anti - oxidant

rich, Food selection: locality choice, Reduces carbon footprint, Influences diversity.

4. Going Vegetarian and Growing Food at Home :- Greenspace at home, Access to a garden, A balcony

with space for plant pots, Grow your own food, Use of space time, Fresh food items, Reduces anxiety,

Improved bondage, Choice of item is yours.

5. Using Emerging Sciences and Technology :- Integrated high - tech farming, High - Yielding, stress

tolerant crop, Automation and mechanization, Efficient need based input use, Integrated livestock and

fisheries.

He Concluded his talk by saying the conflicts and environment will continue. But nature is the timekeeper to

decide how long it will last. ‘Business as usual’ is not working. It’s time for an alternate approach.

‘Sustainability’ is the solution and needs scientific implementation. Ecosystem restoration is the key for

sustainability. Let us reimagine, recreate and restore.
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Fig.3: Presentation by Prof. Himanshu Pathak, Director ICAR, NIASM, Pune India

Dr. Beachley Gregory, Co-chair TDep - NADP USEPA, USA - He mentioned his study on Monitoring

efforts to assess ecosystem effects and restoration due to emission reductions strategies in the United

States. He talked about Acid Rain Legislation and National Monitoring Networks.

Major legislation was Title IV of the 1990 clean Air Act Amendments, Acid Deposition Control: focused on

negative effects of SO2 and NOx emission on ecosystem health.

Monitoring networks provide accountability for emission reduction programs:-

1. Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET) - Weekly air concentrations of N,S species,

base cations & chloride & dry deposition.

2. National Atmospheric Deposition Network (NADP) - Weekly wet deposition samples

(precipitation, pH, dissolved N, S species, base cations & choice).

3. Long Term surface Water Quality Monitoring Program (LTM) - Network of lake and streams

samples (30+ Chemical and physical parameters).
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CASTNET was established in 1987. 41 sites operating 30+years providing valuable data for long - term

trends. Currently ~ 100 rural monitoring sites, Ambient gases and particles concentrations (SO2, HNO3,

PNO3, PSO4, PNH4, base cations, pCI) measured weekly on filters and used to estimate dry deposition

fluxes (TDep Measurement Model Fusion method).

He said that the sites are located away from known emission sources and often in ecologically important

locations including 31 National Park.Consistent measurement with a robust quality assurance program

provides valuable data. Also measures Ozone concentrations.

NADP was established in 1978 to measure pollutants in precipitation (acid rain). National Trends Network

(NTN): measures weekly wet deposition of SO4
2-, NO3

-, NH4
+, pH, cations, CI- at more than 200 sites.

Nearly all CASTNET sites are co-located with or near an NTS site. Consistent measurements with a robust

quality assurance program provides valuable data.

Ammonia Monitoring Network (AMoN) : Radiello 1M passive samplers provide bi weekly concentrations of

ambient NH3. Network was established in 2007 and has grown to more than 100 sites. Over 60 AMoN sites

co-located with CASTNET.

Current LTM Network :-

● Data Published through science Hub

● 170 locations, ~1200 samples annually

● 220 peer - reviewed publications (and counting)

● Accomplished cooperatively through network partners

Following are major measurement sites: Vermont Lakes - 12 lakes, VT Department of Environmental

Protection. Maine/High Elevation Lakes - 32 lakes, US Geological Survey (USGS) and the University of

New Hampshire and University of Maine.Adirondack Lakes - 50 lakes, USGS, Adirondacks Lakes Survey

Corporation (ALSC), the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), & New

York State Energy and Research Development Authority (NYSERDA), Catskills Streams - 4 streams,

USGS, Ridge and Blue Ridge (VA) stramsm - 72 streams, Shenandoah National Park and the University

of Virginia.

He concluded by discussing the result of his study that is Effectiveness of EGU NOx Reductions & Improved

water quality in lakes and streams.
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Fig.4: Dr. Beachley Gregory, Co-chair TDep - NADP USEPA, USA

Prof. Govind Chakrapani, VC, Berhampur University, Odisha, India– He talked about cruelty on our food

before it comes to our plate. Humans are miniscule in the universe but are trying to reverse what was there

on the earth. In the last century we have been consuming natural resources which are finite. Human

population has doubled from 1940 -50 to recent times. This exponential rise in population has put pressure

on natural resources.

Healthy environment is the foundation of healthy life and healthy society. We should not leave earth in bad

condition for our future generation, that is sustainability. Eight billion people are eating 77 billion animals

every year. These animals should also be part of conservation. Commercial animal farming has changed

our fooding habits. However ethical means should be used, like licenced slaughterhouses have the right to

kill animals. In India & many South East Asian countries animals are killed in open shops in front of their

own kind.

He proposed to change the concept of animal husbandry to animal welfare. Also talked about animal waste

and how they are dumped in landfills and how it affects ecology of that area, how it affects other biota and

problems of groundwater contamination and land degradation.

He emphasized that cruelty against animals should stop, like firecrackers being fed to them hidden in food

so that they do not enter the agriculture fields. Plants and animals all have emotions and we should respect

them.

He concluded by quoting Lord Budha “Be Humanly Human to Animals”.
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Fig.5: Prof. Govind Chakrapani, VC, Berhampur University, Odisha, India

Prof. Narpat Singh Shekhawat, Retd. JNVU, Jodhpur, India– He talked about desert natural resources.

Bioresources of Indian desert. It has four unique features:- i) Aravali hills ii) Sand dunes iii) Canal coming

from Punjab and Haryana iv) Water coming from Gujarat. He mentioned issues like polluting the water of the

canal coming from Punjab and Haryana, this may create problems for the future. Reason for no suicide in

Rajasthan farmers like with mother nature, conservation pratices, like Khejari movement, traditional

conservation practices, sacred grooves all villages, some jungles. Calligonum polygonoides are lush green

trees but have disappeared now.

Prof Shekhawat mentioned that many trees are now disappearing due to the introduction of tractors,

development activities and development. Population pollution, micro plastics, preparation for war due to

Jodhpur border with Pakistan, construction of roads all are affecting natural resources of the desert area. No

biosphere reserve for desert due to economic & political issues. Traditional agricultural practices should be

promoted. Across the roads, conservatory plantation medicinal plants should be promoted. He said

development should take place but it should be sustainable and our natural resources should not be

destroyed.

He concluded by emphasizing that the natural plants should be promoted at administrative and policy level.
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Fig.6: Prof. Narpat Singh Shekhawat, Retd. JNVU, Jodhpur, India

Dr. Neha Sinha, Bombay Natural History Society, India– Her discussion focused on Contemporary

conservation. She said the biggest challenge is taking away chunks of land. She talked about the ecology of

the area and how once a flowering tree and habitat provides various birds & animals. Wildlife is ignored in

planning. Biggest challenge is that we are not able to protect land; major chunks of habitats are lost. Most

habitats are fragmented. Talked about trends in forest diversion and land use changes in 2020. Linear

project biggest diverted to forest land. Hydel power may not be as green as it looks.

She talked about the Great Indian Bustard birds which use agro - grasslands, scrub lands and deserts as

their habitat. The birds use agro - vegetation mixture, grassland, high fruit abundance and intermediate

grazing density. They avoid prosopis thickets for foraging. In the day, they are observed to use moderately

tall sward and grasses for resting but shorter sward and less prosopis for roosting. Nesting females

preferred grasslands with relatively tall sward and abundant insects, while displaying males preferred

grasslands with shorter sward, far from settlements. India’s green energy goals have a serious problem for

the great Indian bustard.She raised a concern that the solar parks in Rajasthan, Gujarat are causing

problems for the Great Indian Bustard.

She also talked about EIA and the difficulties related to the newly proposed post - facto clearances. She

discussed the issue of Lakshadweep Development Authority Regulation, 2021 and issues related to it.
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Fig.7: Dr. Neha Sinha, Bombay Natural History Society, India

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES/JNU, India– She talked about creating awareness about the

need to preserve the environment and natural resources in order to keep the world healthy. We know that a

healthy environment is a foundation for a stable and healthy human society and it is also a reminder to

preserve our natural resources. Connecting the link between us and nature? Panchtatva or

Panchamahabhutas - The five elements Space, Air, Earth, Water, Fire are the foundation of an

interconnected web of life. The entire cosmos is formed by these dynamic five elements and the

composition and mix of these elements in each form - animate or inanimate - varies in degrees depending

upon the structure, nature and function of the created object.

She talked about Nature’s connectedness and “Natural - Deficit Disorder” and their effects. She suggested

the following way forward: options- i) The current deplorable environmental crisis demands a spiritual

response ii) A fundamental reorientation of human consciousness, accompanied by action that is born out of

inner commitment, is very much needed. We cannot conserve nature without forging an emotional bond

between ourselves and nature as well - for we will not fight to save what we do not love. Sustainability and

resilience will be achieved much faster the majority of the earth’s population understand the value and

needs of our increasingly fragile earth.

She proposed some Nature based solutions in order to harness the power and sophistication of nature to

turn environmental, social and economic challenges into innovation opportunities, They can address a

variety of societal challenges in sustainable ways, with the potential to contribute to green growth,

‘future-proofing’ society, fostering citizen well-being, providing business opportunities.
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She suggested following the principle of 5 R’s i..e. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Respect and Reconnect. She

concluded by emphasizing protection for  mountains, forests and pastures for the sustainable Earth.

Fig.8: Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES/JNU, India

Ms. Shipra Lakshmi, YoHo lead, SES, JNU – Ms. Shipra Lakshmi provided a description of the

quiz organized by the YoHo group. She also announced the result of quiz contest winners. The

quiz result has been uploaded on the JNU ENVIS website:

http://jnuenvis.nic.in/img/ResultQuizNCD2021.jpg

Fig.9: Ms. Shipra Lakshmi, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU announced results online.
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Ms. Saham Ansari, YoHo lead, SES, JNU – She provided details of the Essay Competition and

declared the result of an online essay writing contest conducted during this session. The Essay

competition result is uploaded on the JNU ENVIS website:

http://jnuenvis.nic.in/img/ResultEssayNCD2021.jpg

Fig.9: Ms. Saham Ansari, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She thanked all the

speakers, participants, students and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS
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Fig.10 : Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution of e-certificate to all the participants. Very positive

feedback was received from the participants.

Recommendations of the panel:

1. This is high time to change from business as usual to a sustainability approach.

2. Need to revise the background standards using new normals of COVID 19 shutdown values.

3. This is time to Reimagine, Recreate and Restore Natural resources.

4. Native Plants should be promoted, organic farming be promoted.

5. Planning should be done to establish a biosphere reserve in the desert ecosystem.

6. Cruelty towards animals should stop and the concept of animal husbandry should be changed to Animal

Welfare.

Feedback:
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Participants Feedback:-
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Webinar Live Session on the FB page: https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/540128013853601
Webinar Video on the Official Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9kcRx0G2v8

********
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